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 Introduction 
We describe a system capable of producing fast and reliable results from several analytes by combining automated colorimetric 
detection and solid phase extraction techniques. The analyzer, Thermo Scientific™ Gallery™ Plus Beermaster, can determine bitterness 
and simultaneously do other colorimetric determinations (e.g. SO2, FAN, pH, color, polyphenol and beta-glucan) from beer or wort 
samples. In addition many water quality parameters can be measured using the same analyzer.  
  
In this study we present a comparison of bitterness measurement from beer and wort samples between a new automated method and 
the iso-octane extraction method. We also present method comparison studies from beer and wort samples for pH, color, FAN and SO2. 
  
The bitterness method uses a solid-phase extraction column integrated into an automated photometric analyzer. In the automated 
bitterness method, samples are first acidified then passed through the extraction column which binds bittering substances. The sample 
matrix is washed out and bittering substances are eluted and measured at 275 nm. Bitterness units are automatically calculated from 
absorbance results. 

Materials and Methods 
Instruments 
Thermo Scientific Gallery Plus Beermaster, an automated discrete photometric analyzer, Thermo Fisher Scientific Oy, Vantaa, Finland  

Methods 
Methods are fully automated using bar-coded traceable system reagents. Bitterness calibration was performed using samples with 
known bitterness values. Colorimetric methods were calibrated with either a water based standard solution or samples with known 
values. Reference methods were European Brewery Convention (EBC) 9.8 for bitterness, EBC 8.10 and 9.10 for FAN, EBC 9.6 for 
Color, EBC 9.25.1 for SO2 and EBC 9.35 and 8.17 for pH.  
 
Samples 
To establish robustness over a range of alcohol and color values, ten small pack beer samples and ten worts were analyzed in 
duplicate using the Beermaster and reference methods for, pH, Color, Bitterness, Free Amino Nitrogen (FAN), Sulphur Dioxide (SO2) 
(Note: SO2 was measured in beer sample only.)  
The worts (Table 1) were frozen prior to analysis to ensure product stability. They were gently defrosted overnight at room temperature 
and then centrifuged at 3,600 rpm for 5 minutes to remove any cold trub that had formed upon freezing. Ten small pack beers with 
alcohol content ranging from 0.5 to 9% (Table 2), and covering a range of color values were analyzed in duplicate. All the beers were 
degassed by leaving them overnight on the bench in a conical flask. In the case of SO2 analysis a fresh can of sample was opened  
immediately before analysis.  

  
Table 1.  Worts used in this study 
 Code Type

WA 1038 Ale
WB 1040 Ale
WC 1040 Ale
WD Adjunct
WE 1050 Best Bitter 
WF 16 Plato Lager
WG 11 Plato Lager
WH 11 Plato Lager
WI 1050 Best Bitter 
WJ 16 Plato Lager

Table 2.  Beers used in this study 
 

Code Type Declared ABV (%)
BA Lager 0.00
BB Lager 2.30
BC Stout 2.80
BD Ale 3.50
BE Lager 3.80
BF Stout 4.20
BG Lager 4.80
BH Ale 5.20
BI Ale 6.60
BJ Lager 9.00

Results and Discussion 
Tables 3-11 summarize the mean and precision data for analyses of  wort and beer samples using the Beermaster as 
compared to the reference methods.   

The standard deviation of the duplicate samples showed that the precision of the Beermaster in measuring FAN proved better than that of the reference method 
(especially in the case of worts) and was within acceptable levels for such an instrument. Statistical analysis using the two-sample t-test and the one-way ANOVA test 
suggested that in the majority of cases and based on current data there is no statistically significant difference (p-value >0.05) in FAN measurements for beer and wort 
when using the Beermaster versus the reference FAN method.  

Conclusion 
Based on the data obtained during this study, the Thermo Scientific Gallery Plus Beermaster analyzer has been shown to provide comparable 
performance to established methods in the measurement of pH, bitterness, FAN and SO2.  In the case of color measurement, the Gallery Plus 
Beermaster had similar precision to the reference method but consistently gave slightly lower results suggesting that a factor of 1.05 be 
included to compensate for these differences in the methodology. When this factor was included, the Gallery Plus Beermaster was 
comparable to the established method. Analysis of ten replicates of the same brand of beer showed that the Gallery Plus Beermaster had 
greater precision in the measurement of pH, FAN and SO2 compared to the reference methods used in this study. Precision values for all 
analyses are within acceptable levels for spectrophotometers in the brewing industry. The Gallery Plus Beermaster has been proven to 
provide faster results when compared to time consuming traditional methods. The low reagent and water volumes required for analysis not 
only reduce reagent costs but also reduce the amount of waste produced, thereby providing analysis with low environmental impact. The new 
bitterness measurement uses environmentally safe reagents without the requirement to use harmful iso-octane in routine analysis. The 
analyzer is very straightforward to use and requires minimal training or skills to run and maintain. 

Ten replicates of a commercially available canned lager were analyzed for pH, color, bitterness, FAN and SO2 using the Beermaster and traditional reference 
methods. Table 12 summarizes the mean and precision data for these analyses. 

Table 12. Summary of pH, color, bitterness, FAN and SO2 analysis results for ten replicates of a single brand of beer  
 

pH Color (EBC) Bitterness (BU) FAN (mg/L) SO2 (mg/L) 

Beermaster Reference  Beermaster Reference Beermaster Reference Beermaster Reference Beermaster Reference 

Mean 4.14 4.03 7.32 7.58 22.16 19.74 58.16 57.75 3.97 2.96 

SD 0.016 0.024 0.032 0.021 0.831 0.185 0.596 0.706 0.106 0.253 

95% 
Confidence 
Interval for 
Mean 

4.13,  
4.15  

4.01, 
4.04 

7.30,  
7.35 

7.56, 
7.59 

21.56, 
22.75 

19.60, 
19.87 

57.73, 
58.59 

57.25, 
58.26 

3.89,  
4.05 

2.78,  
3.14 

The precision of the Beermaster, as expressed in the standard deviation of the ten replicates showed with the current data and this brand of beer, precision was 
greatest for pH measurement and least for bitterness. The current data also suggested that the Beermaster was more precise in the measurement of pH, FAN 
and SO2 compared with the reference methods used. 

Table 3. Summary of pH analysis results for ten different wort samples  
 

1These are the reference method mean readings for the fresh pre-frozen worts. 

Table 4. Summary of pH analysis results for ten different beer samples  
 

2This is the QC sample from a commercially available lager. The value is the mean of readings developed as a 
reference method  between February 2013 and July 2013. 
 
The standard deviations of the duplicate samples showed that the precision of the Beermaster relative to the 
reference pH method was similar for both beers and worts. Overall the precision of the Beermaster in measuring 
pH proved better than that of the reference method and was within acceptable levels for such an instrument. 
Statistical analysis using the two-sample t-test and the one-way ANOVA test suggested that in the majority of 
cases and based on current data there is no statistically significant difference (p-value >0.05) in pH 
measurements for beer and wort when using the Beermaster versus the reference pH method.  

Table 5. Summary of color analysis results for ten different wort samples  
 

1These are the reference method mean readings for  the fresh pre-frozen worts. 

Table 6. Summary of color analysis results for ten different beer samples  
 

2This is the QC sample from a commercially available lager. The value is the mean of readings developed as a 
reference method between February 2013 and July 2013. 
 
The standard deviation of the duplicate samples showed that the precision of the Beermaster relative to the reference 
color method was similar for both beers and worts. Interestingly in all cases the color readings from the Beermaster 
were slightly lower than that of the reference method. As a result, statistical analysis using the two-sample t-test and 
the one-way ANOVA test suggested that based on the current data there was a statistically significant difference   (p-
value >0.05) in color measurements for beer and wort when using the Beermaster versus the reference color 
method.  
To assess whether inclusion of a factor would compensate for these differences, the statistical tests were re-run using 
the original Beermaster values multiplied by a factor of 1.05. By applying a factor of 1.05 to the Beermaster data, 
statistical analysis using the two-sample t-test and the one-way ANOVA test suggested that in the majority of cases 
and based on current data there is no statistically significant difference (p-value >0.05) in color measurements for 
beer and wort when using the Beermaster versus the reference color method.  
 

Table 7. Summary of bitterness analysis results for ten different wort samples  
 

1These are the reference method mean readings for the fresh pre-frozen worts. 

Table 8. Summary of bitterness analysis results for ten different beer samples  
 

2This is the QC sample from a commercially available lager. The value is the mean of readings developed as a 
reference method between February 2013 and July 2013. 
 
The standard deviation of the duplicate samples showed that the precision of the Beermaster relative to the 
reference bitterness method was similar for both beers and worts, and was within acceptable levels for such an 
instrument. Statistical analysis using the two-sample t-test and the one-way ANOVA test suggested that in the 
majority of cases and based on current data there is no statistically significant difference (p-value >0.05) in 
bitterness measurements for beer and wort when using the Beermaster versus the reference bitterness method.  

Table 9. Summary of FAN analysis results for ten different wort samples  
 

1These are the reference method mean readings for the fresh pre-frozen worts. 

Table 10. Summary of FAN analysis results for ten different beer samples  
 

2This is the QC sample from a commercially available lager. The value is the mean of readings developed as a  
reference method between February 2013 and July 2013.  

Table 11. Summary of SO2 analysis results for ten different beer samples  
 

2This is the QC sample from a commercially available lager. The value is the mean of readings developed as a reference method  between February 2013 and 
July 2013. 
 
The standard deviation of the duplicate samples showed that the precision of the Beermaster relative to the reference SO2 method was similar. Overall the 
precision of the Beermaster in measuring SO2 proved better than that of the reference method and was within acceptable levels for such an instrument. Statistical 
analysis using the two-sample t-test and the one-way ANOVA test suggested that in the majority of cases and based on current data there is no statistically 
significant difference (p-value >0.05) in SO2 measurements for beer and wort when using the Beermaster versus the reference SO2 method.  
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Table 12. Summary of pH, color, bitterness, FAN and SO2 analysis results for ten replicates of a single brand of beer  
 

pH Color (EBC) Bitterness (BU) FAN (mg/L) SO2 (mg/L) 

Beermaster Reference  Beermaster Reference Beermaster Reference Beermaster Reference Beermaster Reference 

Mean 4.14 4.03 7.32 7.58 22.16 19.74 58.16 57.75 3.97 2.96 

SD 0.016 0.024 0.032 0.021 0.831 0.185 0.596 0.706 0.106 0.253 

95% 
Confidence 
Interval for 
Mean 

4.13,  
4.15  

4.01, 
4.04 

7.30,  
7.35 

7.56, 
7.59 

21.56, 
22.75 

19.60, 
19.87 

57.73, 
58.59 

57.25, 
58.26 

3.89,  
4.05 

2.78,  
3.14 

The precision of the Beermaster, as expressed in the standard deviation of the ten replicates showed with the current data and this brand of beer, precision was 
greatest for pH measurement and least for bitterness. The current data also suggested that the Beermaster was more precise in the measurement of pH, FAN 
and SO2 compared with the reference methods used. 

Table 3. Summary of pH analysis results for ten different wort samples  
 

1These are the reference method mean readings for the fresh pre-frozen worts. 

Table 4. Summary of pH analysis results for ten different beer samples  
 

2This is the QC sample from a commercially available lager. The value is the mean of readings developed as a 
reference method  between February 2013 and July 2013. 
 
The standard deviations of the duplicate samples showed that the precision of the Beermaster relative to the 
reference pH method was similar for both beers and worts. Overall the precision of the Beermaster in measuring 
pH proved better than that of the reference method and was within acceptable levels for such an instrument. 
Statistical analysis using the two-sample t-test and the one-way ANOVA test suggested that in the majority of 
cases and based on current data there is no statistically significant difference (p-value >0.05) in pH 
measurements for beer and wort when using the Beermaster versus the reference pH method.  

Table 5. Summary of color analysis results for ten different wort samples  
 

1These are the reference method mean readings for  the fresh pre-frozen worts. 

Table 6. Summary of color analysis results for ten different beer samples  
 

2This is the QC sample from a commercially available lager. The value is the mean of readings developed as a 
reference method between February 2013 and July 2013. 
 
The standard deviation of the duplicate samples showed that the precision of the Beermaster relative to the reference 
color method was similar for both beers and worts. Interestingly in all cases the color readings from the Beermaster 
were slightly lower than that of the reference method. As a result, statistical analysis using the two-sample t-test and 
the one-way ANOVA test suggested that based on the current data there was a statistically significant difference   (p-
value >0.05) in color measurements for beer and wort when using the Beermaster versus the reference color 
method.  
To assess whether inclusion of a factor would compensate for these differences, the statistical tests were re-run using 
the original Beermaster values multiplied by a factor of 1.05. By applying a factor of 1.05 to the Beermaster data, 
statistical analysis using the two-sample t-test and the one-way ANOVA test suggested that in the majority of cases 
and based on current data there is no statistically significant difference (p-value >0.05) in color measurements for 
beer and wort when using the Beermaster versus the reference color method.  
 

Table 7. Summary of bitterness analysis results for ten different wort samples  
 

1These are the reference method mean readings for the fresh pre-frozen worts. 

Table 8. Summary of bitterness analysis results for ten different beer samples  
 

2This is the QC sample from a commercially available lager. The value is the mean of readings developed as a 
reference method between February 2013 and July 2013. 
 
The standard deviation of the duplicate samples showed that the precision of the Beermaster relative to the 
reference bitterness method was similar for both beers and worts, and was within acceptable levels for such an 
instrument. Statistical analysis using the two-sample t-test and the one-way ANOVA test suggested that in the 
majority of cases and based on current data there is no statistically significant difference (p-value >0.05) in 
bitterness measurements for beer and wort when using the Beermaster versus the reference bitterness method.  

Table 9. Summary of FAN analysis results for ten different wort samples  
 

1These are the reference method mean readings for the fresh pre-frozen worts. 

Table 10. Summary of FAN analysis results for ten different beer samples  
 

2This is the QC sample from a commercially available lager. The value is the mean of readings developed as a  
reference method between February 2013 and July 2013.  

Table 11. Summary of SO2 analysis results for ten different beer samples  
 

2This is the QC sample from a commercially available lager. The value is the mean of readings developed as a reference method  between February 2013 and 
July 2013. 
 
The standard deviation of the duplicate samples showed that the precision of the Beermaster relative to the reference SO2 method was similar. Overall the 
precision of the Beermaster in measuring SO2 proved better than that of the reference method and was within acceptable levels for such an instrument. Statistical 
analysis using the two-sample t-test and the one-way ANOVA test suggested that in the majority of cases and based on current data there is no statistically 
significant difference (p-value >0.05) in SO2 measurements for beer and wort when using the Beermaster versus the reference SO2 method.  
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The precision of the Beermaster, as expressed in the standard deviation of the ten replicates showed with the current data and this brand of beer, precision was 
greatest for pH measurement and least for bitterness. The current data also suggested that the Beermaster was more precise in the measurement of pH, FAN 
and SO2 compared with the reference methods used. 

Table 3. Summary of pH analysis results for ten different wort samples  
 

1These are the reference method mean readings for the fresh pre-frozen worts. 

Table 4. Summary of pH analysis results for ten different beer samples  
 

2This is the QC sample from a commercially available lager. The value is the mean of readings developed as a 
reference method  between February 2013 and July 2013. 
 
The standard deviations of the duplicate samples showed that the precision of the Beermaster relative to the 
reference pH method was similar for both beers and worts. Overall the precision of the Beermaster in measuring 
pH proved better than that of the reference method and was within acceptable levels for such an instrument. 
Statistical analysis using the two-sample t-test and the one-way ANOVA test suggested that in the majority of 
cases and based on current data there is no statistically significant difference (p-value >0.05) in pH 
measurements for beer and wort when using the Beermaster versus the reference pH method.  

Table 5. Summary of color analysis results for ten different wort samples  
 

1These are the reference method mean readings for  the fresh pre-frozen worts. 

Table 6. Summary of color analysis results for ten different beer samples  
 

2This is the QC sample from a commercially available lager. The value is the mean of readings developed as a 
reference method between February 2013 and July 2013. 
 
The standard deviation of the duplicate samples showed that the precision of the Beermaster relative to the reference 
color method was similar for both beers and worts. Interestingly in all cases the color readings from the Beermaster 
were slightly lower than that of the reference method. As a result, statistical analysis using the two-sample t-test and 
the one-way ANOVA test suggested that based on the current data there was a statistically significant difference   (p-
value >0.05) in color measurements for beer and wort when using the Beermaster versus the reference color 
method.  
To assess whether inclusion of a factor would compensate for these differences, the statistical tests were re-run using 
the original Beermaster values multiplied by a factor of 1.05. By applying a factor of 1.05 to the Beermaster data, 
statistical analysis using the two-sample t-test and the one-way ANOVA test suggested that in the majority of cases 
and based on current data there is no statistically significant difference (p-value >0.05) in color measurements for 
beer and wort when using the Beermaster versus the reference color method.  
 

Table 7. Summary of bitterness analysis results for ten different wort samples  
 

1These are the reference method mean readings for the fresh pre-frozen worts. 

Table 8. Summary of bitterness analysis results for ten different beer samples  
 

2This is the QC sample from a commercially available lager. The value is the mean of readings developed as a 
reference method between February 2013 and July 2013. 
 
The standard deviation of the duplicate samples showed that the precision of the Beermaster relative to the 
reference bitterness method was similar for both beers and worts, and was within acceptable levels for such an 
instrument. Statistical analysis using the two-sample t-test and the one-way ANOVA test suggested that in the 
majority of cases and based on current data there is no statistically significant difference (p-value >0.05) in 
bitterness measurements for beer and wort when using the Beermaster versus the reference bitterness method.  

Table 9. Summary of FAN analysis results for ten different wort samples  
 

1These are the reference method mean readings for the fresh pre-frozen worts. 

Table 10. Summary of FAN analysis results for ten different beer samples  
 

2This is the QC sample from a commercially available lager. The value is the mean of readings developed as a  
reference method between February 2013 and July 2013.  

Table 11. Summary of SO2 analysis results for ten different beer samples  
 

2This is the QC sample from a commercially available lager. The value is the mean of readings developed as a reference method  between February 2013 and 
July 2013. 
 
The standard deviation of the duplicate samples showed that the precision of the Beermaster relative to the reference SO2 method was similar. Overall the 
precision of the Beermaster in measuring SO2 proved better than that of the reference method and was within acceptable levels for such an instrument. Statistical 
analysis using the two-sample t-test and the one-way ANOVA test suggested that in the majority of cases and based on current data there is no statistically 
significant difference (p-value >0.05) in SO2 measurements for beer and wort when using the Beermaster versus the reference SO2 method.  
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 Introduction 
We describe a system capable of producing fast and reliable results from several analytes by combining automated colorimetric 
detection and solid phase extraction techniques. The analyzer, Thermo Scientific™ Gallery™ Plus Beermaster, can determine bitterness 
and simultaneously do other colorimetric determinations (e.g. SO2, FAN, pH, color, polyphenol and beta-glucan) from beer or wort 
samples. In addition many water quality parameters can be measured using the same analyzer.  
  
In this study we present a comparison of bitterness measurement from beer and wort samples between a new automated method and 
the iso-octane extraction method. We also present method comparison studies from beer and wort samples for pH, color, FAN and SO2. 
  
The bitterness method uses a solid-phase extraction column integrated into an automated photometric analyzer. In the automated 
bitterness method, samples are first acidified then passed through the extraction column which binds bittering substances. The sample 
matrix is washed out and bittering substances are eluted and measured at 275 nm. Bitterness units are automatically calculated from 
absorbance results. 

Materials and Methods 
Instruments 
Thermo Scientific Gallery Plus Beermaster, an automated discrete photometric analyzer, Thermo Fisher Scientific Oy, Vantaa, Finland  

Methods 
Methods are fully automated using bar-coded traceable system reagents. Bitterness calibration was performed using samples with 
known bitterness values. Colorimetric methods were calibrated with either a water based standard solution or samples with known 
values. Reference methods were European Brewery Convention (EBC) 9.8 for bitterness, EBC 8.10 and 9.10 for FAN, EBC 9.6 for 
Color, EBC 9.25.1 for SO2 and EBC 9.35 and 8.17 for pH.  
 
Samples 
To establish robustness over a range of alcohol and color values, ten small pack beer samples and ten worts were analyzed in 
duplicate using the Beermaster and reference methods for, pH, Color, Bitterness, Free Amino Nitrogen (FAN), Sulphur Dioxide (SO2) 
(Note: SO2 was measured in beer sample only.)  
The worts (Table 1) were frozen prior to analysis to ensure product stability. They were gently defrosted overnight at room temperature 
and then centrifuged at 3,600 rpm for 5 minutes to remove any cold trub that had formed upon freezing. Ten small pack beers with 
alcohol content ranging from 0.5 to 9% (Table 2), and covering a range of color values were analyzed in duplicate. All the beers were 
degassed by leaving them overnight on the bench in a conical flask. In the case of SO2 analysis a fresh can of sample was opened  
immediately before analysis.  

  
Table 1.  Worts used in this study 
 Code Type

WA 1038 Ale
WB 1040 Ale
WC 1040 Ale
WD Adjunct
WE 1050 Best Bitter 
WF 16 Plato Lager
WG 11 Plato Lager
WH 11 Plato Lager
WI 1050 Best Bitter 
WJ 16 Plato Lager

Table 2.  Beers used in this study 
 

Code Type Declared ABV (%)
BA Lager 0.00
BB Lager 2.30
BC Stout 2.80
BD Ale 3.50
BE Lager 3.80
BF Stout 4.20
BG Lager 4.80
BH Ale 5.20
BI Ale 6.60
BJ Lager 9.00

Results and Discussion 
Tables 3-11 summarize the mean and precision data for analyses of  wort and beer samples using the Beermaster as 
compared to the reference methods.   

The standard deviation of the duplicate samples showed that the precision of the Beermaster in measuring FAN proved better than that of the reference method 
(especially in the case of worts) and was within acceptable levels for such an instrument. Statistical analysis using the two-sample t-test and the one-way ANOVA test 
suggested that in the majority of cases and based on current data there is no statistically significant difference (p-value >0.05) in FAN measurements for beer and wort 
when using the Beermaster versus the reference FAN method.  

Conclusion 
Based on the data obtained during this study, the Thermo Scientific Gallery Plus Beermaster analyzer has been shown to provide comparable 
performance to established methods in the measurement of pH, bitterness, FAN and SO2.  In the case of color measurement, the Gallery Plus 
Beermaster had similar precision to the reference method but consistently gave slightly lower results suggesting that a factor of 1.05 be 
included to compensate for these differences in the methodology. When this factor was included, the Gallery Plus Beermaster was 
comparable to the established method. Analysis of ten replicates of the same brand of beer showed that the Gallery Plus Beermaster had 
greater precision in the measurement of pH, FAN and SO2 compared to the reference methods used in this study. Precision values for all 
analyses are within acceptable levels for spectrophotometers in the brewing industry. The Gallery Plus Beermaster has been proven to 
provide faster results when compared to time consuming traditional methods. The low reagent and water volumes required for analysis not 
only reduce reagent costs but also reduce the amount of waste produced, thereby providing analysis with low environmental impact. The new 
bitterness measurement uses environmentally safe reagents without the requirement to use harmful iso-octane in routine analysis. The 
analyzer is very straightforward to use and requires minimal training or skills to run and maintain. 

Ten replicates of a commercially available canned lager were analyzed for pH, color, bitterness, FAN and SO2 using the Beermaster and traditional reference 
methods. Table 12 summarizes the mean and precision data for these analyses. 

Table 12. Summary of pH, color, bitterness, FAN and SO2 analysis results for ten replicates of a single brand of beer  
 

pH Color (EBC) Bitterness (BU) FAN (mg/L) SO2 (mg/L) 

Beermaster Reference  Beermaster Reference Beermaster Reference Beermaster Reference Beermaster Reference 

Mean 4.14 4.03 7.32 7.58 22.16 19.74 58.16 57.75 3.97 2.96 

SD 0.016 0.024 0.032 0.021 0.831 0.185 0.596 0.706 0.106 0.253 

95% 
Confidence 
Interval for 
Mean 

4.13,  
4.15  

4.01, 
4.04 

7.30,  
7.35 

7.56, 
7.59 

21.56, 
22.75 

19.60, 
19.87 

57.73, 
58.59 

57.25, 
58.26 

3.89,  
4.05 

2.78,  
3.14 

The precision of the Beermaster, as expressed in the standard deviation of the ten replicates showed with the current data and this brand of beer, precision was 
greatest for pH measurement and least for bitterness. The current data also suggested that the Beermaster was more precise in the measurement of pH, FAN 
and SO2 compared with the reference methods used. 

Table 3. Summary of pH analysis results for ten different wort samples  
 

1These are the reference method mean readings for the fresh pre-frozen worts. 

Table 4. Summary of pH analysis results for ten different beer samples  
 

2This is the QC sample from a commercially available lager. The value is the mean of readings developed as a 
reference method  between February 2013 and July 2013. 
 
The standard deviations of the duplicate samples showed that the precision of the Beermaster relative to the 
reference pH method was similar for both beers and worts. Overall the precision of the Beermaster in measuring 
pH proved better than that of the reference method and was within acceptable levels for such an instrument. 
Statistical analysis using the two-sample t-test and the one-way ANOVA test suggested that in the majority of 
cases and based on current data there is no statistically significant difference (p-value >0.05) in pH 
measurements for beer and wort when using the Beermaster versus the reference pH method.  

Table 5. Summary of color analysis results for ten different wort samples  
 

1These are the reference method mean readings for  the fresh pre-frozen worts. 

Table 6. Summary of color analysis results for ten different beer samples  
 

2This is the QC sample from a commercially available lager. The value is the mean of readings developed as a 
reference method between February 2013 and July 2013. 
 
The standard deviation of the duplicate samples showed that the precision of the Beermaster relative to the reference 
color method was similar for both beers and worts. Interestingly in all cases the color readings from the Beermaster 
were slightly lower than that of the reference method. As a result, statistical analysis using the two-sample t-test and 
the one-way ANOVA test suggested that based on the current data there was a statistically significant difference   (p-
value >0.05) in color measurements for beer and wort when using the Beermaster versus the reference color 
method.  
To assess whether inclusion of a factor would compensate for these differences, the statistical tests were re-run using 
the original Beermaster values multiplied by a factor of 1.05. By applying a factor of 1.05 to the Beermaster data, 
statistical analysis using the two-sample t-test and the one-way ANOVA test suggested that in the majority of cases 
and based on current data there is no statistically significant difference (p-value >0.05) in color measurements for 
beer and wort when using the Beermaster versus the reference color method.  
 

Table 7. Summary of bitterness analysis results for ten different wort samples  
 

1These are the reference method mean readings for the fresh pre-frozen worts. 

Table 8. Summary of bitterness analysis results for ten different beer samples  
 

2This is the QC sample from a commercially available lager. The value is the mean of readings developed as a 
reference method between February 2013 and July 2013. 
 
The standard deviation of the duplicate samples showed that the precision of the Beermaster relative to the 
reference bitterness method was similar for both beers and worts, and was within acceptable levels for such an 
instrument. Statistical analysis using the two-sample t-test and the one-way ANOVA test suggested that in the 
majority of cases and based on current data there is no statistically significant difference (p-value >0.05) in 
bitterness measurements for beer and wort when using the Beermaster versus the reference bitterness method.  

Table 9. Summary of FAN analysis results for ten different wort samples  
 

1These are the reference method mean readings for the fresh pre-frozen worts. 

Table 10. Summary of FAN analysis results for ten different beer samples  
 

2This is the QC sample from a commercially available lager. The value is the mean of readings developed as a  
reference method between February 2013 and July 2013.  

Table 11. Summary of SO2 analysis results for ten different beer samples  
 

2This is the QC sample from a commercially available lager. The value is the mean of readings developed as a reference method  between February 2013 and 
July 2013. 
 
The standard deviation of the duplicate samples showed that the precision of the Beermaster relative to the reference SO2 method was similar. Overall the 
precision of the Beermaster in measuring SO2 proved better than that of the reference method and was within acceptable levels for such an instrument. Statistical 
analysis using the two-sample t-test and the one-way ANOVA test suggested that in the majority of cases and based on current data there is no statistically 
significant difference (p-value >0.05) in SO2 measurements for beer and wort when using the Beermaster versus the reference SO2 method.  
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